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SESSION 16 
 سوال اهتحانی ونه نو 

Reading Comprehension 
Passage 1 

Read the following passages and then answer the required questions.  
          In many countries, it is customary for the bride to wear a white dress as a symbol of her 
innocence. The tradition of wearing a special white dress for the wedding ceremony started 
over 150 years ago in 1840, when Queen Victoria married in white. Before that, brides wore 
all sorts of colors (even black!) and most could not afford to buy a dress that they would only 
wear once. Modern brides are more fortune: dresses are still white but are now available in a 
variety of styles and fabrics. Many women even have their dresses specially designed and 
tailored. Not all cultures celebrate with white, however. In certain Asian countries and in the 
Middle East, red and orange are considered symbols of joy and happiness. In Asia, it is not 
uncommon for the bride and groom to change clothes several times as the ceremony. 
progresses.  

A:Choose the best Answers  
1- What is the main idea of the whole passage 

a. Wedding customs  

b. Wedding dress & rings  

c. a.b√ 

2- The word bride comes from the Old English word for ………….. 

a. Wife     

b. Love  

c. Cook √ 

3.  What does the word “ fabrics “( in line 6) mean?  

a. materials√ 
b. shoes 
c. hats 
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  passage 2 
      In the most parts of the world, storm clouds would be greeted with a frown. But in India, it’s 

smile. Monsoon season, also known as  a billion peoplesaid that when the monsoon rains come, 

the rainy season, is closely tied to India’s economy. The abundant rains bring life to India's 

farmland, which provides hundreds of millions of jobs to farm workers and helps feed its vast 

population.  

B: Choose the best answer.. 
4. What is the writer’s point of view, it seems to indicate that he or she ?  
a. Works for the Indian government  
b. Doesn’t believe the tourist  trade can grow in the rainy season 

c. Thinks that the rainy season in India is a great travel opportunity√ 
5.  A billion people in line 3 refers to……… 

a. Population of India √ 
b. Farm workers in India 
c. People in countries affected by monsoon  

  C:  Fill the blanks by the following words. 

      (  dictator- predict-  mismanaged- enable- fulfill) 

  6. Financial experts……predict………that the economy will improve in the second quarter of 
next year. 

7.  After ten years in power, the cruel…dictator…………..was finally overthrown.  
8. She is looking for a job in New York so she can …fulfill………..her dream of living there. 
9.  This new password feature will …enable……………users to protect sensitive information.  
10. The project was severely …mismanaged….and had to be abandoned.  

words.  the following of SynonymD: Write the  
  11. abundant 
12. palace 
13. intuition 
14. optimistic  
15. hesitate 
16. opposition 
17. revive 
18. imminent 
19. dense 
20. salary 

 
 

 


